
Why Talk About Portable Screens in 
Churches?

ProvidingProviding specialty solutions are an essential 
part of an AV manufacturer’s success.  
Although House of Worship fixed installations of 
AV gear are commonly documented, 
comparatively little is said for portable church 
applications. Sometimes a permanent facility 
can be superfluous to a young congregation’s 
growthgrowth and evangelizing requires an “out of the 
box” approach where resources are better used 
by not maintaining a permanent address.  

Many mobile congregations are completely on 
their own in trying to determine what products 
are best suited to their specific needs. There 
are many affordable projectors with high-end 
performance to choose from and they are all 
over the internet. However, most 
individuals know little about what 
projectionprojection screen to use with their 
projectors. The ideal screen for the 
mobile church should be 

portable. 

Its key features are that it must present a 
theater-quality image, be easy to work with, fast 
to set-up, and durable for heavy, repetitive use.



spring mechanism to support its GreenGuard 
Gold (UL2818) Certified Maxwhite FG 1.1 gain 
material. It is encased in an ATA wheeled 
aluminum stage case with drape kit included.

It is important for 
this 
congregation to congregation to 
have a video 
screen that 
would maintain a 
prominent role in 
its functionality 
as the 
congregation congregation 
grows. In this 
case, two 
QuickStand QuickStand 
5-Second Series 
(QS180HD) 
units are ideal 
for the task at 
hand. Pastor 
Danny Schulz, 
leads the leads the 
congregation at 

Sun City Church. Below is the interview with 
Pastor Schulz regarding this project and how it 
serves this congregation’s 
requirements.
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